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We use the image of a ribbon to illustrate the process of unraveling
our memories, forgetting the notions that hinder us and recalling
what we've learned in the process.
 
Our Lessons Learned are woven into our experiences; they thread
together the story of how we create impact. We hope you will find
they have universal application. 
 
Follow the thread as we remember to forget.

Looking back at 2018, we recognized the adverse effects traditional
assumptions were having on how we conducted our work. We
focused on unpacking narratives that were getting in our way and
rethinking ways of being and doing that aren't serving us in our
mission.



Before we forget...
...we must remember our relationship to the land—past, present, and
future. 
 
We must acknowledge the history of this traditional territory, and
honour the longstanding relationships of the three local First Nation
groups of this land. The Attawandaran (Neutral) peoples once settled this
region alongside the Algonquin and Haudenosaunee peoples, and used
this land as their traditional hunting grounds. The three longstanding
Indigenous groups of this geographical region are: The Anishinaabe, The
Haudenosaunee and the Leni-Lunaape Peoples.
 
We must recognize the three First Nations communities neighbouring
the City of London: Chippewas of the Thames First Nation, Oneida
Nation of the Thames and Munsee-Delaware Nation.
 
We must remember that this land is not owned, but lent to us to nurture
and sustain for those who come after.



Progress is transactional

t�a�s���m��i���l
Measurements—metrics, values, and quantities—have long been the
currency of success. 
 
But there is immeasurable value in the transformative work of creating
and strengthening relationships and analyzing systems that restrict us
to transactional 'easy' work. 
 
Progress should not be merely quantified. 
 
When evaluating progress, we must also examine the quality of human
relationships, the depth of empathy, and the capacity to break down
barriers to improve access for all.



Key Story: 40 Hours Initiative

In May 2018, 80% of Grade 12 students at a London secondary
school had not reported or not completed 40 hours of volunteer
service required to graduate. Educators wondered what was
getting in the way. 
 
Pillar's Change the World Action Team provided individualized
supports for students working to complete their hours. The team
focuses on making volunteer opportunities more available, and
making the work more meaningful.  
 
This initiative addresses barriers associated with volunteerism,
such as having to work or take care of family members rather than
volunteer. Changing the conversation around volunteering
allowed for increased awareness of barriers and more meaningful
engagement.

Rather than valuing the number of hours
completed, we have learned to focus on adding
value to student experiences to make volunteering
more accessible and meaningful.

Kayley MacGregor
Youth Engagement CoordinatorPhoto: Change the World Youth Action Team



Pausing is failure 

ma����ti��
It can be difficult, and even frowned upon, to pause or slow
down in accelerated and advanced environments.
 
But to pause is not to stop working; it is about taking time to
channel one's work and focus inward. 
 
An organization is strengthened when allowed to reflect and
evolve. Dedicating energy toward going deeper and wider,
grants space for the maturation of services and processes.



Key Story: Membership Redesign 

Maintaining connection was a serious focus in 2018. Our team and
programs have grown rapidly, and we wanted to ensure nonprofits
continued to feel they are at the root of our work at Pillar.
 
By taking the time to pause and reflect, it made room for us to think
critically about creating a network mindset. We wanted to expand our
cross-sectoral collaboration and to create a network grounded in support.
 
We are excited that Pillar Nonprofit Network Membership is now open to
individuals, organizations and enterprises invested in positive community
impact.
 
Focusing on creating a network mindset with intentionality makes a
unified community possible. In pausing and prioritizing internal
development, we strengthen the foundations of our work and community
which will support our future endeavours.

We re-evaluated the way we were approaching our
work in order to cultivate a network where

everyone could lean on one another and benefit
from these connections.

Mitra Cameron & Sienna Jae Taylor 
Membership Redesign Team



Saying 'no' is obstructive
su���r���e

In a world, and work culture, that values innovation and growth the
word 'no' has become almost taboo. 
 
Turning down an opportunity or request can be viewed as a hindrance
to progress and cooperation. Yet, counterintuitively, saying 'no' is one
of the best ways to provide support. 
 
A rejection can help advance an idea in unexpected ways. And being
forthright about concerns and constraints can prevent subsequent
disappointment.



Key Story: Decision Making Tool
& Team Alliance  

As a team, we have committed to building core competencies around
empathy. 
 
Our Decision Making Tool and Team Alliance manifest our values and
help us establish a brave space for failure and learning. 
 
These tools help us navigate critical conversations and communicate
with clarity. 
 
Saying 'no' becomes an acceptable, even respected, response when we
know a denial is made with our best interests at heart.

Having an articulated team alliance shapes how
we work together... the way we work together is
just as important as the work that we do. 

Caitlin Villeneuve
Interim Education and Events Manager



re���n���il���, t�a� ta��� ti��
Storytelling is a pastime

Storytelling is an ancient knowledge-sharing practice that reveals truths through
content and through presentation.
 
The power of storytelling for its ability to teach, inspire, and spark change is often
underestimated—as is its potential for harm.
 
When we provide platforms to storytellers to harness the capabilities that narratives
hold, we must do so in a responsible manner, with knowledge-keepers at the center. 
 
When handled thoughtfully, storytelling can illuminate new paths and create sustained
impact. 



Key Story: Responsible Storytelling 

Storytelling is a practice as old as time. However, in the context of building
community we can often overlook the complexities involved in holding and
sharing stories that don't necessarily belong to us. 
 
Inviting individuals to share their stories raises important questions like:  
 
Who else will be affected by this story? 
 
In what context should this story be shared? 
 
Are we doing harm by sharing this story? 
 
How are we influencing the way the story is being told? 
 
We commit to slowing down and reflecting on the stories we share and are
shared with us, and to honouring their core meaning. 
 

These questions will continue to guide us in

our work and in key programs, like the Pillar

Community Innovation Awards.

Director of Impact and Storytelling
Maria Luisa Contursi



Trust is earned
co-c�e���d

True collaboration requires trust to be successful. 
 
This trust is not only earned, but is co-created—by navigating messy
conversations, balancing the interests of all parties, and creating a
shared identity that places people at the center. 
 
Through these actions, an alliance is shaped jointly. 
 
It is from collaborations based on this kind of trust that exciting and
unexpected outcomes emerge. 
 
 
 



Key Story: VERGE Capital
VERGE Capital developed out of a collaboration between several local
partners, spanning provincial sectors and housed within a national social
finance ecosystem.
 
Cultivating these relationships, with all the complexities of co-ownership
and co-branding, requires the mindful navigation of diverse perspectives
and priorities. The success of this program rests on a foundation of trust
built between local partners.
 
One approach to trust-building that Pillar staff use is Empathy Walks:
 
Two people walk as a pair for 30 minutes, with each person spending 15
minutes to share their upbringing, three life-altering experiences, and
their emerging future. 
 
The act of walking side-by-side eases formalities and limited eye contact
relaxes inhibitions, inviting candor. Simultaneously, the practice of deep
listening encourages empathy and connection. As a result, mutual trust is
organically co-created. 
 
 
 
There is a vulnerability with sharing power and
responsibility, and trust is the key to exploring
that collaboration to its fullest. 

Albert Brulé
Director. Resource & Business Development



Inclusion means everyone 

is no� al���s ab��� us
Despite widespread support across the organization, we face challenges in
honouring our pledge to address and remove barriers to equity and inclusion. 
 
We struggled to reconcile the assumption that a network resource bears the
responsibility of leading conversations about inclusion with the belief that
doing so would position us as gatekeepers—a decidedly exclusive practice. 
 
We now recognize that upholding inclusive practices will sometimes dictate
that we step aside in order to be led by others. 
 
Change begins with listening. By assuming the role of learner and reflective
listener, we hope to foster environments and conversations that deliver
deeper impact.
 
 
 



Key Story: Be Inclusive Series
Our 'Be Inclusive' Series sparked a crucial learning moment regarding
our role in promoting inclusion within our network.  
 
We operated under the assumption that we needed to drive
conversations around inclusivity if we wished to serve as allies. This
series opened us to feedback from our community that articulated the
role they needed us to play. 
 
We were called upon to privilege the expertise and leadership of
advocates and voices of lived-experience, lending only logistical and
promotional support, and facilitating connections upon request.
 
These modifications firmly established the individuals who shared their
knowledge and stories as subject experts and teachers—only under their
direction could this series deliver what the community needed.
 
 

It is not just about making the circle bigger to
bring more people in, but listening to new

voices and being prepared to change to make
a better circle for all.

Director, Diversity and Governance 
Dharshi Lacey
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Thank you to those who make this learning possible.
 

We believe that a connected network sparks collaboration and a willingness to lean on and
learn from each other to help build an engaged, inclusive, and vibrant community.



²  City of London 	
²  Fanshawe College Centre  

for Research and Innovation  	
²  Ignite NPS Foundation	
²  Ivey School of Business	
²  The Lawson Foundation	
²  Libro Credit Union 	
²  London Community Foundation	
²  London Life	

Pillar Supporters	
² Ministry of Citizenship & 

Immigration	
² Ministry of Economic 

Development & Growth	
² Ontario Trillium Foundation	
²  Sisters of St. Joseph	
² United Way Elgin Middlesex	
² Western Continuing Studies 	
²  Youth Opportunities Unlimited	

@PillarNN   /   #PillarAGM 



Pillar Community Innovation 
Awards Sponsors	

@PillarNN   /   #PillarAGM 

Platinum Sponsor:	
²  Libro Credit Union	

Award Sponsors:	
²  3M	
²  Rogers TV	
²  980 CFPL, Country 104, Fresh Radio 103.1, FM96  

(Corus Entertainment)	



Pillar Community Innovation 
Awards Sponsors	

Gold Sponsors:	
▷  Freeman Audio/

Visual	
▷  Gotham Studios	
▷  ON Communication	

Silver Sponsors:	
▷  Fanshawe	
▷  London Free Press	
▷  RBC	
▷  Zomaron	

Bronze Sponsors:	
▷  Auburn 

Developments	
▷  Cornerstone 

Architecture	
▷  Cowan Insurance 

Group	
▷  Start.ca	
▷  Harrison Pensa	
▷  Miller Thomson	
▷  McCabe Promotional	

▷  The Londoner	
▷  London Life	
▷  London Convention 

Centre	
▷  Sisters of St. Joseph	
▷  TD Bank 	
▷  SportsXpress	
▷  City of London	
▷  PWC	
▷  Quiet Legacy 

Planning Group	

@PillarNN   /   #PillarAGM 



Pillar Community Innovation 
Awards Sponsors	

Community Sponsors:	
▷  2CG	
▷  BlueStone 

Properties inc.	
▷  The Co-operators - 

Sam Castillo	
▷  Davis Martindale	
▷  Decade Group	
▷  Deloitte	

▷  Horizon 
Leadership 
Institute inc	

▷  Jones Packaging	
▷  KPMG LLP	
▷  McCormick 

Canada	
▷  MNP	
▷  Mortgage Wise 

Financial	

▷  Nothers Signs & 
Recognition	

▷  Skrypnyk Group 
Professional 
Corporation	

▷  Spriet Associates 
Ltd	

▷  Trojan 
Technologies	

▷  Voyago	

@PillarNN   /   #PillarAGM 



²  Bob Siskind 	
²  Brian Meehan 	
²  Canadian Mental Health 

Association - Middlesex 	
²  Connect Dot Management Inc. 	
²  Dillon Consulting 	
²  Fanshawe College 	
²  Goodwill Industries - Ontario 

Great Lakes 	
²  Greg Moran & Mindy Gordon 	
²  Libro Credit Union London	

Pillar Sustainers	
²  Community Foundation London 	
²  Convention Centre London 	
²  Health Sciences Foundation 	
²  London Life 	
²  Scott & Pamela Jones 	
²  The Canadian Medical Hall of Fame 	
²  The Lawson Foundation 	
²  The Tricar Group 	
²  Tracey Church & Associates, 

Research + Consulting Services 	
²  Westminster College Foundation	

@PillarNN   /   #PillarAGM 



▷  Liz Arkinstall	
▷  Wendy Arnott	
▷  Ericka Ayala Ronson	
▷  JP Bervoets	
▷  David Billson	
▷  Jennepher Cahill	
▷  Tracey Church	
▷  Steve Cordes	
▷  Jennifer Costin	
▷  John Craven	
▷  Shaya Dhinsa	

Pillar Presenters and Panelists	
▷  Jacob Dicker	
▷  Geoff Evans	
▷  Eaman Fahmy	
▷  Sammy Feilchenfeld	
▷  Shawna Ferguson	
▷  Lissa Foster	
▷  Janet Frood	
▷  Fred Galloway	
▷  Chloée Godin-Jacques	
▷  Kay Habib	
▷  Michelle Kanter	

@PillarNN   /   #PillarAGM 



▷  Mary Lou Brady	
▷  Philip Manzano	
▷  Lindsay McDermott	
▷  Jason Menard	
▷  Chris Moss	
▷  Megan O'Neil Renauld	
▷  Terry Off	
▷  Holly Painter	
▷  Dipesh Parmar	
▷  Izabela Piasecka-Latour	
▷  Martha Powell	

Pillar Presenters and Panelists	
▷  John Reimer	
▷  Trae Robinson	
▷  Maria Sanchez-Keane	
▷  Sheila Simpson	
▷  Adam Spencer	
▷  Veronica Stoiber	
▷  James Temple	
▷  David Thuss	
▷  Terry Zavitz	
▷  Megan Zinn	

@PillarNN   /   #PillarAGM 



Innovation Works Donors:	
Visionary 	

($250,000 or more)	
²  Anonymous	
²  Ontario Trillium 

Foundation	
²  Ursuline Sisters of 

the Chatham 
Union	

Innovator 	
($150,000 to $249,999)	
²  Enabling 

Accessibility Fund 
– Government of 
Canada	

²  London Life	
²  The Lawson 

Foundation	

Game Changer	
($50,000 to $149,999)	

²  Anne Bergeron	
²  architects Tillmann 

Ruth Robinson	
²  BMO Financial 

Group	
²  City of London	
²  GoodLife Fitness	
²  Libro Credit Union	

	
@PillarNN   /   #PillarAGM 



Innovation Works Donors:	
Game Changer	

($50,000 to $149,999)	
²  London Community 

Foundation	
²  Lynn Davis	
²  McCormick Canada	
²  Ontario150 

Community Capital 
Program	

²  RBC Royal Bank	
²  TD Bank	

Trailblazer 	
($25,000 To $49,999)	

²  Cram Family	
²  Highstreet Asset 

Management	
²  Norlon Builders	
²  ON Communication	
²  Paul Cocker	
²  Smith Family 

Foundation	
²  StarTech.com	
²  The Cowan Foundation	

Catalyst 	
($10,000 To $24,999)	

²  Agape Foundation of 
London	

²  in2space	
²  Jones Packaging	
²  Miller & Co. Wood Studio	
²  PricewaterhouseCoopers	
²  The Walter J. Blackburn 

Foundation	
²  Westminster College 

Foundation	

@PillarNN   /   #PillarAGM 



Innovation Works Donors:	
Leader 	

($5,000 to $9,999)	
²  3M Canada	
²  Bowden Family	
²  Budweiser Gardens	
²  Chaun McLellan	
²  Denis & Nancy 

Lemieux	
²  Donna & Brandon 

Gilbert	
²  Helen & Andy Spriet	
²  Joanne & Tom Cowan	
	

²  Larry Myny	
²  Michele Davies	
²  OE Canada	
²  Tides Canada Foundation 

– Dragonfly Strategic 
Grantmaking Fund	

Forward Thinker 	
($2,500 To $4,999)	

²  London Major 
Appliances	

²  Nerds On Site 	

Mobilizer 	
($1,000 To $2,499)	

²  Downtown London	
²  Howard & Lynda 

Rundle	
²  Jason Gilliland	
²  Kate Graham	
²  Ryan Fraser	
²  Tracey Church & 

Associates, Research + 
Consulting Services 	

@PillarNN   /   #PillarAGM 



Funder:	
²  Government of Ontario	

Collaborators and Funders:	
²  Libro Credit Union	
²  London Community 

Foundation	
²  Sisters of St Joseph	
²  SVX	

VERGE Capital Supporters	
Donors:	
²  Ursuline Sisters of Chatham	
²  Highstreet Asset 

Management	
²  Alegria3	
²  Cambia Foundation	
²  Social Enterprise Ecosystem 

Project (S4ES)	

@PillarNN   /   #PillarAGM 
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